The new recycling
in the suburbs

Bulky waste? A call and you get rid of it…free of charge!
Or you can bring them to the collection centres.
You can use a free bulky waste home collection (max 3 pieces). Make an appointment with Sistema
Ambiente: 800275445.

HOUSEHOLD WASTE
ASSIMILATED NON-HOUSEHOLD WASTE

You can also bring bulky waste and electric and electronic waste here:

Mugnano
via Mattei (Monday-Saturday, 9:00-12:00; 15:00-18:00)
Monte San Quirico
via per Camaiore 1192 (Monday-Saturday, 9:00-12:00; 15:00-18:00)
Sant’Angelo in Campo
via Ducceschi (Monday-Saturday, 8:00-18:00)
Pontetetto
via di Vicopelago 250/I-L (Monday-Saturday, 8:00-13:00)

Durable goods that are still usable must be sent to the Centro del riuso solidale Daccapo, Pontetetto, via
di Vicopelago. The center is open from Monday to Friday, from 8:00 to 13:00.
Uncertain where to throw a waste?
Download Junker App, the only app that tells you how to dispose every single product!
Got something to say?
Do you want to tell us a disservice or indicate an abandoned waste?
Go to www.sistemaambientelucca.it, click on “Ambiente Sistemato” and send us your georeferenciated
report.

Sistema Ambiente Spa
via delle Tagliate III traversa IV, 136
Borgo Giannotti - Lucca

800275445

www.sistemaambientelucca.it

RED ECOCALENDAR
Nave · Sant’Anna · Sant’Angelo in Campo · San Donato · San Marco
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The garbage must be exposed from 20 on the previous day to 6 on the collection day, each day, except Sunday, according to the calendar above. The
collection is garanteed on midweek holidays.

M
M
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this day is dedicated only to those users who asked for an additional collection for adults and baby diapers. The garbage must be
exposed from 6 to 12.30 of the collection day.
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GLASS TO BE DISPOSED LOOSE, WITHOUT BAGS OF ANY KIND

the garbage is picked up in the morning

Animals’ litter must be disposed into the gray (unsorted) container to be displayed on the day dedicated to
the unsorted waste. Extra waste can be displayed in bags or in containers, on which a sign must be placed
with the words “Animal litter”, placed next to the gray container.

M

Disposal of litter

bottles, jars, glasses.

Wednesdays from 8.30 to 13:00

MULTI-MATERIAL/PLASTIC AND METAL PACKAGING

Tuesday and Thursday, from 8.30 to 13:00 and from 14.30 to 17:00

detergent and drinks bottles, food boxes, styrofoam for food packaging, plastic glasses and
dishes, aluminium and steel cans, pluriball and styrofoam chips, personal hygiene and food
canisters, cap for bottles and jars, composite and metallic hangers, fruit and vegetable plastic
boxes, drink boxes (fruit juices, milk, tetrapack).

To use the home collection of garden waste, it is necessary to request the appropriate 120 or 240 liter
wheeled container from Sistema Ambiente office on the following days:

UNSORTED WASTE

Home collection of garden waste

RED ECOCALENDAR

The module will help Sistema Ambiente to calculate the rate without
taking into account these types of disposed material. It should also be
remembered that Sistema Ambiente and Comune di Lucca provide for
a reduction equal to the cost incurred for the purchase of washable
diapers and in any case of a value not exceeding 100 euros for each
child and for each year up to the third year of age.

CARDBOARD

hand delivery
via delle Tagliate III traversa IV, 136 - Borgo Giannotti

PAPER

email
infoa@sistemaambientelucca.it

newspaper and magazines, notebooks, printouts, photocopies, food boxes, cardboard
packaging, papers and cardboards in general.

fax
0583331563

ORGANIC WASTE

must fill in the form (downloadable from the
www.sistemaambientelucca.it website)
and forward it to Sistema Ambiente by one of the following methods:

kitchen and food waste, deteriorated food, eggshells, fruits and vegetables waste, coffee grounds,
tea filters, old bread, very oily paper.

Users who need to dispose of baby and / or adult diapers

gomma, audio/video tapes, CD, dishes, buckets, basins, toys, pens, sponges, small plastic
objects, wax and plasticized paper, nylons, broken pieces of pottery, dust from vacuum cleaner,
waste from domestic sweeping, sales receipts, adults and baby diapers, litter, animals dejections.

Baby and adult diapers

WED THU

the light multi-material (plastic and aluminum) must be disposed into the yellow bags provided by
Sistema Ambiente.

MON TUE

the glass must be disposed only in the green bin used so far for the multimaterial. The glass must
be delivered loose (without bags of any kind);

WHEN DO WE COME AND PICK UP

to improve the quality of sorted waste collection and take another step towards environmental protection,
we decided to make an important change to the waste collection system: the separation of glass from
plastic and aluminum. With this innovation, we also change the calendar of door-to-door recycling: a
specific day glass will be collected on a specific day, different from that of light multi-material (plastic
and aluminum).

HOUSEHOLD WASTE - ASSIMILATED NON-HOUSEHOLD WASTE

Dear citizen,

